
„Other similar solutions only cover individual machines or partial aspects 

of a plant (such as PLCs, SCADA, and HMI), or the programming of robotics. 

But octoplant is different, because it gives you transparency and security 

in every element of your plant. As a link between OT and IT, octoplant lets 

business intelligence and cybersecurity users step up to a new, future-

facing level.”

Stefan Jesse, Group COO, AUVESY-MDT

96 %
...would recommend

AUVESY-MDT.

84 %
...agree with the statement

that they save time.

73 %
...see the availability of data & 
documentation as the biggest 

advantage.

Download the free trial version.
It’s easy to try out all the benefits
of octoplant.

Asset and data protection for
industrial automation 

Meet octoplant from AUVESY-MDT, the end-
to-end solution that allows plant operations 
to run as one, securing automation and device 
capabilities. Obtain information at the touch of a 
button and access programs, configurations and 
documentation that helps companies to comply 
with legal regulations and simplifies audits.

Ensure data consistency and greater protection 
with this modular software platform that is
adapted to the unique challenges of your 
industrial plant. Built-in business intelligence 
guarantees a constant evaluation of  your 
systems, unlocking crucial insights to safeguard 
production daily with its eight core elements. 

More than 2,500 companies worldwide are 
using octoplant to protect their systems against 
downtime and gain guaranteed compliance 
and change management through a seamless 
combination of OT and IT.

Enjoy greater efficiency and lower costs through 
predictive maintenance and data-based decision 
making with octoplant from AUVESY-MDT. 

Industrial operations are becoming increasingly more complex
as data management expectations are higher than ever:

n Growing number of OT systems from different manufacturers, steadily rising data volumes

n 24/7 operational processes with increasingly tight setup times and shrinking batch sizes

n External factors such as compliance, regulations, and cybersecurity risks

octoplant

https://auvesy-mdt.com/en/test-now


Visit our website to learn more or 
contact our partner in Finland: 

Novotek Oy
+358 70 795 9450
info@novotek.fi
www.novotek.fi/octoplant

more than 

2,500
clients

more than

100
partners worldwide

more than

47
years of experience

Discover how octoplant

can work for your production

needs. 

AUVESY-MDT applications are used in more than 
ten million devices. Many of the world’s biggest 
and best-known brands rely on octoplant.

Use our device Finder and see for yourself just 
how many devices octoplant is compatible with.

The octoplant promise: keep production running!

octoplant is used as a data management 
platform in numerous automated production 
industries.

With its eight core elements, this modular 
software delivers data transparency along the 
entire automation chain and ensures maximum 
reliability.

Core, Plus, or Premium?
Find your right octoplant package.

The octoplant platform is quickly and easily man-
aged to back up your production environment, 
make informed safety and data-driven decisions 
and maximize efficiency with multi-site visibility.

Core: Quickly and easily manage and back up 
your production environment 

Plus: Make informed decisions for safe and effi-
cient production

Premium: Maximize efficiency with multi-site 
visibility and the highest level of security
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